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                                Tantalum and Niobium - Materials Creating the Future

                TANIOBIS is a leading global producer with over 60 years of experience processing high-quality materials based on tantalum and niobium. These materials are our passion; to utilize their innovative potential for future trends is our mission.

For existing application fields, our experienced team supports you in the development of more efficient and powerful solutions. We are looking forward to diving-in to the exciting world of tantalum and niobium-based solutions with you, using our services and technical capabilities.

                            

        

    






    
        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                                                            
                                    
                                

                                                        

                        
                            
                                Product Quick Search - Find the Powder You Need
Welcome to Product Quick Search! Explore our platform to easily find the perfect product for your needs. Whether you are looking for a specific product group or need materials for a particular application field, we’ve got you covered. Simply select your desired category, and instantly access a comprehensive list of relevant products.
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                                TANIOBIS Image Brochure
Delve into our comprehensive TANIOBIS powder portfolio and download our brochure for detailed insights into our tantalum and niobium-based powders, chlorides, and compounds offerings.
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        Capacitor Powders
Tantalum capacitor powders allow a very thin dielectric layer, providing high capacitance values in smaller case sizes.
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        Metal Powders
TANIOBIS metal powders have the highest degree of purity and ductility for electronics, medical and aviation applications.
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        AMtrinsic® Powders for 3D Printing
AMtrinsic® atomized tantalum and niobium spherical powders and their alloys deliver a perfect fit for demanding additive manufacturing technologies and applications.
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        Oxides
TANIOBIS niobium and tantalum oxides are well-suited as a precursor in a wider range of applications.
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        AMPERTEC® Chlorides
Our AMPERTEC® chlorides are the purest chlorides currently available on the market. They are highly reactive, and this property is utilized in various high-tech applications.
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        Niobates
Niobates are inorganic compounds including niobium, another metallic element, and oxygen, used for example in the production of electroceramic components such as piezoceramics. 
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        Alloy Additivies
Niobium is used as an additive in nickel-, iron- or cobalt-based superalloys. It not only has a high melting point of 2468°C, but is also resistant to corrosion and oxidation. 
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        Tungstates
We specialize in the production of high-quality tungstates and tungsten oxides for demanding applications in the fields of electronics, medicine, and optics. 
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        Oxalates
Oxalates are completely water-soluble compounds that can be used for mixtures with other dissolved metal compounds at an atomic level.
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        Products in Development
Explore our latest product developments to experience the tangible benefits of our ongoing journey in material innovation.
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                    Your browser does not support the video tag.
                
            

        

    



    
        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                                                            
                                    
                                

                                                        

                        
                            
                                Innovative Materials
Our passion for tantalum and niobium and long-standing experience in their development enable us to provide powders that facilitate technological and environmental progress.

Tantalum and niobium powders dedicated to the latest trends such as miniaturization, additive manufacturing technologies or materials for green technology are just some of the examples of our innovative power.

                            


                        

                    

                

            

        

    





    
        

        
            
                                Deep Material Knowledge

                We draw on deep material knowledge, unique equipment and strong process expertise including hydrometallurgy, high temperature processes and mechanical treatments for the development and production of tailor-made materials.

Our technological expertise and efficient production processes allow us to provide powders with the highest quality.

                            

        

    






    
                                                
                        
        

    
    
        AMtrinsic® Powders for 3D-Printing
Our AMtrinsic® spherical powders portfolio for Additive Manufacturing (AM) applications includes elemental.....
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        AMPERTEC® Chlorides
The Chloride production is one of our specialties. We market our chloride powders under the brand name AMPERTEC®. Our chlorides are characterized by a larger particle size, which provides improved material flow characteristics. Moreover, this implies less dust.....
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                                        Research & Development

                                    

                

            
            
                At the heart of our mission lies the utilization of TANIOBIS Group’s cutting-edge technologies to craft innovative materials with diverse capabilities, providing valuable solutions and endless possibilities. Explore our latest product developments to experience the tangible benefits of our ongoing journey in material innovation.
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                                        Industries We Supply To

                                    

                

                            
                        
        

    
    
        Additive Manufacturing
The combination of the unique versatility of our gas-atomized AMtrinsic® Spherical Niobium and Tantalum Powders with the outstanding design freedom of additive manufacturing technologies opens up entirely new application opportunities.
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        Electronics and Optics
Today’s smartphones, super-thin notebooks and media tablets have to include ever more features into increasingly smaller formats.
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        Mobility
Mobility trends, such as connected cars or autonomous driving provide a superior driving experience combined with excellent efficiency.
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        Medical
Tantalum and niobium are always coated with a perfect oxide layer that features a high degree of biocompatibility.
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        Industrial
Tantalum and niobium are characterized by high corrosion resistance and ductility at elevated temperatures. These properties provide many benefits to the chemical process industry, for example, to produce reactor coatings, heat-exchangers and pipelines.
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        Energy
At TANIOBIS we always strive to use our innovative power to develop products that support the trend towards a greener future.
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                            16.01.2024

                        

                        
                            Masafumi Ishii Appointed as New CEO & Vice-Chairman of TANIOBIS GmbH

                            
                                We are pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Masafumi                            
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                            TANIOBIS Japan's Mito Facility Attains Platinum Status of the RBA Validated Assessment Program
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                            TANIOBIS GmbH and Alloyed Ltd. Receive Gustaf Ekeberg Prize
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